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We present optical trapping and surgery of living yeast cells using two operational modes of a single
laser. We used a focused laser beam operating in continuous-wave mode for noninvasive optical
trapping and manipulation of single yeast cell. We verified that such operational mode of the laser
does not cause any destructive effect on yeast cell wall. By changing the operation of the laser to
femtosecond-pulsed mode, we show that a tightly focused beam dissects the yeast cell walls via
nonlinear absorption. Lastly, using the combined technique of optical microsurgery and trapping, we
demonstrate intracellular organelle extraction and manipulation from a yeast cell. The technique
established here will be useful as an efficient method for both surgery and manipulation of living
cells using a single laser beam. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2999542�

I. INTRODUCTION

Applications of near-infrared �NIR� lasers in biomedical
research have grown rapidly since the energy at this region in
the electromagnetic spectrum is not enough to initiate light
damage on cells and tissues. However, recent developments
in ultrafast technology have extended the applications of
NIR lasers to allow for nonlinear processes thereby initiating
cellular surgery and stimulation, three-dimensional
nanoscale processing of intracellular components, cytoskel-
eton, neuron connections, cellular plasma membrane, and
more.1–8 Biological phenomena such as Ca2+ wave genera-
tion, gene transfection, and nerve regeneration have also
been observed by the careful application of ultrashort light
pulses to cause selective destruction of intracellular Ca2+

storing organelles,2,3 localized tiny perforation of cellular
plasma membrane,4 and nanoscale axotomy.5

The use of NIR lasers in continuous-wave �cw� mode for
optical trapping �or optical tweezers� has also been demon-
strated as a contact-free and a noninvasive tool for cell and
organelle manipulation.9,10 Tightly focused NIR laser beams
generate a gradient force, which confines biological objects
in the vicinity of the laser focus, and by scanning the beam,
three-dimensional optical trapping and manipulation can be
performed. Currently, optical tweezers are widely used for
biomedical research such as the measurement of kinesin mo-
lecular movement,11 drug screening,12 cell sorting,13 and in-
vestigation of DNA mechanics.14

Organelle extraction using polarization-shaped optical
vortex traps has recently been demonstrated. Jeffries et al.15

showed optical trapping and extraction of intracellular lyso-
somes through a B-lymphocyte’s cellular membrane, which
can be applicable for isolating and manipulating single or-
ganelles from a heterogeneous population of healthy and de-
fective organelles in a cell undergoing organelle malfunction.

Their succeeding work on the development of a droplet
nanolaboratory platform allows selected organelle encapsu-
lation within a femtoliter-volume aqueous droplet.16 Shelby
et al.17 demonstrated optical extraction of intracellular or-
ganelles from living cells using two lasers: a nitrogen nano-
second pulsed laser operating in the ultraviolet region for
membrane surgery and a neodymium doped yttrium alumi-
num garnet NIR laser for optical trapping. The same method
was used for optical delivery of microscopic objects into
plant callus cells18 and selective fusion of myeloma cells.19

In this work, we report optical trapping and surgery of
living yeast cells using a single NIR laser operated in both
cw and femtosecond-pulsed mode. We show that cells can be
noninvasively trapped with a focused NIR laser operating in
cw mode. Furthermore, we show that by switching the op-
eration of the laser to femtosecond-pulsed mode, the walls
and intracellular organelles of the yeast cells can be dis-
rupted and precise cellular surgery can be performed. Lastly,
we report intracellular organelle extraction and manipulation
from within a single yeast cell, using the combined technique
of laser surgery and trapping.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The schematic of the experimental setup for optical trap-
ping and surgery is shown in Fig. 1. We use a titanium:sap-
phire laser �Tsunami, Spectra Physics� pumped with a
Nd:YVO4 �Millennia V4, Spectra Physics�. The wavelength
of the Ti:sapphire laser is centered at 780 nm and has a
repetition rate of 80 MHz when operated in femtosecond-
pulse mode. The laser is introduced to a custom-built in-
verted laser-scanning microscope and brought to focus inside
the sample using a water immersion objective lens �60
� /1.20, Olympus�. The microscope setup includes a di-
chroic mirror to direct the NIR laser to the objective lens
while allowing images of cells at the focus of the same ob-
jective lens to be viewed on a charge coupled device camera.
The laser focus can be scanned in the x-y plane using two
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galvano mirrors. Time-lapse sequences of bright field images
are recorded. Image acquisition and control of the scanning
mirrors are achieved using a computer. The software to con-
trol the instrumentation is written in LABVIEW �National In-
struments�. We used yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which
are grown in glucose yeast peptone medium �20 g/l glucose,
10 g/l peptone, and 5 g/l yeast extract with distilled water� at
room temperature �25–27 °C�.

III. OPTICAL MANIPULATION OF SINGLE YEAST
CELLS

Using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1, we suc-
ceeded in trapping and manipulating a single yeast cell with
a Ti:sapphire laser operating in cw mode. Figure 2 shows
sequential bright field images of an optically manipulated
yeast cell. The targeted cell was optically trapped using the
tightly focused laser beam with 10 mW average laser power,
measured after the objective lens. Using appropriate pro-
gramming to move the scanning mirrors, the beam was
moved along a square consequently transporting the cell with
the beam �supplementary movie file�.20 Even after several
minutes of manipulation, there was no significant disruption
of the cell such as shrinkage or cell wall dissection. This
indicates that the energy of the laser in cw mode is not suf-

ficiently absorbed by the cell walls to cause visible disrup-
tion or other observable effects on the cell viability.

We verified the cell viability and growth under the laser
trap by observing the growth of an optically trapped yeast
cell. Saccharomyces cerevisiae is known to grow via the re-
productive process known as budding. Figure 3 shows bright
field images �top� and a graphical illustration �below� of a
budding yeast cell with and without the presence of an opti-
cal trap using a focused cw mode Ti:sapphire laser. In this
experiment, we used the same laser power, set at 10 mW, as
measured after the objective lens. The observation started
with no incident laser �laser off� and showed two yeast cells
that were horizontally oriented. One of the cells was budding
in the upward direction indicated by the black arrow. When
the focused laser was incident, the trapping force oriented the
yeast cell perpendicular to the glass substrate as graphically
illustrated. The laser was incident for 2 h �120 min� and
showed no effect on the cell viability as indicated by the
increase in the size of the yeast cell bud. A second bud was
observed in an out-of-focus plane as manifested by a shadow
in the bright field image. When the laser was turned off, the
cells were again oriented in the horizontal position, clearly
showing the second bud.

IV. OPTICAL SURGERY OF YEAST CELLS

Using the same setup, we set the operation of the Ti:sap-
phire laser to mode-lock �ML� femtosecond-pulse mode.

FIG. 2. Sequential bright field images of an optically manipulated single
yeast cell using scanning cw Ti:sapphire laser �supplementary movie_01�.20

White arrows indicate the beam path.FIG. 1. Experimental setup for laser trapping and surgery of living yeast
cells.

FIG. 3. Bright field time-lapse images
of optically trapped yeast cell growth
using cw Ti:sapphire laser at 10 mW
of laser power.
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Here, we observe laser induced cell wall dissection resulting
in efflux and selective breakup of intracellular organelles.
Figure 4�a� shows sequential bright field images of yeast cell
wall dissection using a Ti:sapphire laser operating in ML
mode. The black triangle indicates the position of the laser
focus. In this experiment, the laser power was set to provide
10 mW at the focus. Around 4 s after laser irradiation, the
cell wall was dissected resulting in efflux of some intracel-
lular organelles and more efficient visualization of the or-
ganelles inside the cell �supplementary movie file�.20 By
moving the focus inside the cell, selective breakup of or-
ganelles in a yeast cell is shown in Fig. 4�b�. The intracellu-
lar organelles were initially attracted toward focus �indicated
by black triangle�, and as the integrated power accumulates
after 1.2 s of illumination, the organelle broke apart �supple-
mentary movie file�.20

We further verify the dependence on the operational
mode of the laser on the induced yeast cell wall dissection,
when operating the Ti:sapphire laser in cw and femtosecond-
pulse mode. Figure 5�a� shows sequential bright field images
of yeast cells under cw and femtosecond-pulsed laser irradia-
tion. The laser focus was fixed on the yeast cell wall with 10
mW of average laser power. From 0 to 60 s, the Ti:sapphire
laser was operated in cw mode and from 60 s the Ti:sapphire
laser was switched to femtosecond-pulse mode. Immediately
after switching the laser mode, the cell wall was dissected
resulting in efflux of organelles. This shows that laser dissec-
tion of the yeast cell wall occurs only when the Ti:sapphire
laser is operated in femtosecond-pulse mode and indicates
that the yeast cell wall dissection is due to nonlinear �multi-
photon� absorption. In 2005, Sacconi et al.21 compared cw
and femtosecond-pulsed Ti:sapphire laser for laser surgery of
yeast mitotic spindle, and they also concluded that only
femtosecond-pulsed Ti:sapphire laser can cause yeast mitotic
spindle dissection at average power levels of up to 4 mW.
Moreover, Vogel et al.22 investigated the working mecha-
nisms of femtosecond laser nanoprocessing and concluded
that ultrashort laser pulses initiate multiphoton ionization.
The ionization induces plasma formation and results in a
dramatic, transient, and local increase in the absorption co-

efficient at the focus, to a level significantly higher than the
linear absorption coefficient. We can similarly characterize
optical dissection of the cell walls and resulting cavitation as
nonlinear absorption effects due to their occurrence only in
femtosecond-pulsed mode irradiation.

Next, we provide proof of nonlinear absorption by tak-
ing the histogram relating the number of induced cell wall
dissections as a function of input laser power of the NIR
femtosecond-pulsed laser. In the experiment, the average la-
ser power was varied from 2 to 10 mW, measured just after
the microscope objective. The focus position was set on the
cell wall and the exposure time was set to 5 s. Figure 5�b�
shows the number of cell wall dissections as a function of
average laser power. We directed the focus on 20 cells for
each power setting and cell wall dissections were confirmed
by the resulting efflux of intracellular organelles. At power
levels equal or less than 2 mW, no cell wall dissection was
detected. Increasing the power to 6 mW allowed 5 dissec-
tions over 20 trials on different cells. Further increasing the
average power to 8 and 10 mW allowed 14 and 17 cell wall
dissections, respectively. On the other hand, there were no
observed dissections with cw mode of Ti:sapphire laser even
with 10 mW of average laser power at the focus. The plot for
the number of dissections shows a nonlinear curve indicating
that the optical surgery of the cell wall is based on multipho-
ton absorption. Moreover, the power relationship measured
here is an indirect measurement of the various absorption
processes, and it is therefore difficult to break down the ef-
fects into established principles. The processes involve the
combination of multiphoton absorption in the cell wall and
multiphoton ionization of water as well as linear absorption.
The final power relationship also contains some complex re-

FIG. 4. �a� Sequential bright field images of yeast cell wall dissection using
femtosecond-pulsed Ti:sapphire laser irradiation. Gray triangles indicate the
position of the laser focus �supplementary movie_02�.20 �b� Sequential
bright field images of yeast’s intracellular organelle disruption using
femtosecond-pulsed Ti:sapphire laser irradiation. Gray triangles indicate the
position of the laser focus �supplementary movie_03�.20

FIG. 5. �a� Sequential bright field images of yeast cells with Ti:sapphire
laser irradiation. Unfilled and filled triangles indicate the position of the
laser focus in cw and femtosecond-pulse operation mode operation, respec-
tively. �b� Number of dissections of yeast cell wall as a function of laser
power. Exposure time was fixed to 5 s and 20 cells were irradiated per data
point.
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lationships such as the effective size of the focal spot being
larger at higher powers creating stronger shearing effects
during bubble expansion and collapse, thereby increasing the
area of dissection and cavitation.

In 1997, König et al.23 studied the influence of NIR fem-
tosecond Ti:sapphire laser irradiation on cell reproduction.
Chinese hamster ovary cells were exposed to focused scan-
ning beam of 800 nm femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser with the
focal spot scanned ten times over each cell. In their study, the
laser power threshold of cloning inhibition �i.e., a decrease in
cloning efficiency from 100% to 0%� was 2 to 6 mW of laser
power, and complete cell destruction was observed at mean
powers of 10 mW. They concluded that extremely high pho-
ton density at the focal spot �1032 photons cm−2 s−1 with 10
mW of mean laser power� might induce destructive intracel-
lular plasma formation. The laser power threshold of cloning
inhibition shows good agreement with yeast cell wall dissec-
tion, thus we can assume that cloning inhibition may have
been caused by the kind of laser induced cell membrane
destruction that we have observed here.

While it may be considered that the damage through the
cell walls is caused primarily by thermal effects, the major
contributing factor to the cell wall dissection is photochemi-
cal. The work by Vogel et al.22 also explains the various
processes in water and soft water-based biological targets
with particular relevance to laser ablation of cells. The pho-
tochemical process in the cell wall dissection is driven by the
buildup of structural changes caused by free electrons in and
around the focal zone during the laser exposure. At high
numerical apertures, the gradient between any deposited en-
ergy that manifests as heat in the focal zone and the sur-
rounding areas are such that thermal accumulation does not
occur significantly. In general, thermal accumulation occurs
at energy densities above which photochemical effects can
already occur. This means that although it is possible to cre-
ate thermal effects in the sample, other disruptive forces are
acting on the sample at lower energy densities, particularly
for relatively long exposure times such as those used in the
experiments reported here. When looking at threshold-type
events such as the onset of cell wall dissection, low-density
plasma and general photochemical effects dominate the in-
teraction.

At high laser repetition rates, dissection on the cell walls
can occur by low-density plasmas formed at the laser focus
which can then decompose chemical bonds in surrounding
molecules. Particularly for dissection that occurs by a train
of femtosecond pulses, where individual pulse energies are
low, the dissection occurs as a buildup of modifications of
the sample, without significant thermal or thermoelastic
stress effects. In our experiment, we used pulse energies of
approximately 0.04–0.10 nJ and laser exposures of up to 5 s
�corresponding to around 400�106 pulses�. Hence, each
pulse energy is well below the threshold to produce signifi-
cant thermal effects from a single pulse, and the total expo-
sure time is long enough that any thermal rise occurring due
to individual pulses can diffuse away without building up at
the laser focus.

V. COMBINING OPTICAL TRAPPING AND SURGERY
FOR EXTRACTING CELL ORGANELLES

Lastly, we performed experiments demonstrating extrac-
tion of cell organelles using the combined technique of laser
surgery and trapping. Figure 6 shows sequential bright field
images of extraction and manipulation of yeast cell or-
ganelles �supplementary movie file20�. From 0 to 4 s, the
Ti:sapphire laser in femtosecond-pulse mode was focused on
the cell wall at an average laser power of 10 mW at the laser
focus in order to dissect the cell wall. To avoid excessive
destruction of the cell wall, the laser was only incident for 4
s. Dissection resulted in efflux of organelles from the cell.
From 17 s, the Ti:sapphire laser operation was changed to cw
mode at 10 mW of average laser power, and the laser focus
was scanned from right to left direction as shown in Fig. 6. A
single intracellular organelle was successfully manipulated
and extracted through the area of the cell wall opened by
laser irradiation.

Organelle extraction with combined technique of optical
trapping and surgery, which we presented in our paper, will
be useful for the organelle analysis of plant cells and yeast
cells because it enables us to extract organelles even if there
is rigid cell wall. Especially since yeast cells are treated as
model organisms of eukaryotic cells, organelle analysis of
yeast cell will be useful for the investigation of organelle
malfunction causing human disease. In 2003, Feuermann
et al.24 reported that the yeast cell can be used as a model
organism for mitochondrial malfunction causing neurode-
generative disease and concluded that mitochondrial elonga-
tion factor returns defective phenotypes to normal. Hence,
manipulation and single yeast cell analysis allow for rapid
assays of potential genetic targets and cure.

VI. CONCLUSION

A single Ti:sapphire laser operated in cw and
femtosecond-pulse mode can be used for both optical trap-
ping and surgery of living yeast cells, respectively. The en-
ergy from the cw NIR laser is low and not enough to prevent
cellular damage, while the high intensity at the focus allows
for sufficient trapping force to immobilize the cells. When
the laser is switched to femtosecond-pulsed mode, the non-
linear absorption allows dissection of the cell walls. We have
also shown nonlinear dependence of the probability of cell
wall dissection as a function of input average power. Lastly,
we demonstrated that the combined technique of laser sur-
gery and trapping can be used to realize a simple method of

FIG. 6. Intracellular organelle extraction and manipulation using the com-
bined technique of optical surgery and trapping. Unfilled and filled triangles
indicate the position of the laser focus of the cw and femtosecond-pulsed
Ti:sapphire laser, respectively. Black arrows indicate targeted intracellular
organelle �supplementary movie_04�.20
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selective intracellular organelle extraction and manipulation.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report that
demonstrates the practical application of a single laser for
organelle extraction using optical surgery and optical ma-
nipulation.
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